MOTIONS SUMMARY

MONTREAL COALITION FOR PAID INTERNSHIPS: 9th meeting
OCTOBER 30th 2018, (6PM)
UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL
AGENDA
0. Opening
0.1 Note taking and animation
0.2 Roundtable
0.3 Reminder of the Coalition’s principles
1. Agenda proposal
2. Follow-ups and summary
2.1 Journal Committee (Journal «L’Invisible»)
2.2 External relations Committee
2.3 Mobilization and training tour committee
3. Week of November 18th-24th
3.1 Past and future general assemblies
3.2 November 21st 2018
3.3 November 18-19-20th, 22-23-24th
4. Inter-regional
4.1 Inter-regional meeting
4.2 Negociations
5. Campaigns for 15$ per hour
6. Next meeting

NEWSPAPER COMMITTEE
«That a newspaper committee of the Montreal Regional Coalition for paid internships be
formed and be open to all;
That the committee’s mandate is to organize the production of a newspaper and not to
write all of its content. In this sense, that the committee finds people interested in writing
articles and follows up with them;
That the content of the journal has pedagogical objectives and reflects the political
orientations of the Regional Coalitions;
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That the authors be composed of a maximum of 50% of cis men and come from at least
3 regions involved in the campaign for paid internships;
That the articles be signed individually or on behalf of a group or an association;
That invitations to the committee’s meetings and its minutes be distributed throughout
the communication channels of all regional coalitions in order to encourage the
collaboration of all regions;
That the newspaper committee consult the coalition through its email list and make the
necessary changes to the newspaper’s content considering the comments received;
That the committee take charge of the distribution of the newspaper;
In order to coordinate the distribution, that the newspaper committee prepare a list of
people who wishes to receive the newspaper and make a call in our networks to get
said contacts.»
Volunteers: Paolo et Guillaume
Will be discussed at the next Inter-regional meeting

WEEK OF STRIKE FROM NOVEMBER 18 TO 24
«That a committee be created to compile informations on the strike week and prepare a
calendar to be distributed;
That this calendar be made public on the website grevedesstages.info including links to
the events available on facebook.»
Volunteers:: Camillle MB, Amélie, Charles-Antoine, Mathilde, Maria-Alexandra,
Marianne, Louis-Thomas

«For the week of strike, that a press release be written to the Ministry of Labor and
Ministry of Education, with the Montreal Coalition’s email address as contact.
That this press release be published on Sunday, November 18th.
That this press release be written and signed jointly with the other regional coalitions, if
desired.»
Volunteers: Valérie, Étienne et Éloi
Will be discussed at the next Inter-regional meeting
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UNITED CAMPAIGNS FOR 15$/HOUR
«That the Montreal Coalition sign the joint declaration and invite the other regional
Coalitions, groups and associations involved in the campaign to do the same;
That a student intern involved in the Coalition be delegated to participate to the United
Campaigns for 15$ meetings and be available to organize an action to this effect.»
Task for the External Relations Committee

LIAISON COMMITTEE
«That a liaison committee be mandated to act as an intermediary with the government;
That this committee receives government offers and brings them back to coalitions and
general assemblies;
That the Montreal Coalition’s delegation for the Liaison Committee be fully renewed at
each meeting of the Coalition;
That the Montreal Coalition’s delegation be composed of 3 people on strike, including a
person who studies in a CEGEP, at least two people who have an internship in their
academic training and with a maximum of a single cis men;
That the Montreal delegation be contacted via the email address of the Montreal
Coalition;
That meetings between the Liaison Committee and the Government be made fully
available to all strikers with the use of audio-visual support.
That no liaison be held if delegations from all striking regions are not present at the
meetings;
That we invite other regions to discuss and deliberate on the Liaison Committee, its
role, the composition of their delegation and how to contact it.»
Volunteers: Laetitia (Marie-Victorin), Margaux (soins infirmiers St-Laurent, back
up), Gabriella (soins infirmiers St-Laurent, back up), Samuel (Vieux-Montréal),
Maria-Alexandra (travail social Vieux-Montréal) et Mathilde (travail social UQAM)
Will be discussed at the next Inter-regional meeting

PROCHAINE RENCONTRE
That the next meeting be held at Cegep Marie-Victorin on December 1st or 2nd, 8th or
9th, 15th or 16th. That the date be decided by a poll.

